Mosquito Wildland Fire

**Location:** Headwaters of the Mosquito Creek Drainage and south of Teton Pass
43.479722 x -110.977778

**Fuels:** Mixed timber, shrub and forbs

**Fire Size:** Four acres, minimal spotting, with moderate spread potential

**Cause:**

**Management Action:** Full Suppression due to proximity to community, limited fire response resources nationally and dry vegetation conditions

**Special Comments:** Fire staff would like to remind all drone and recreational aircraft pilots to be respectful of the helicopter operations and air space around the Mosquito Creek and Teton Pass area. When non firefighting aircraft interrupt helicopter operations, firefighting functions are negatively impacted and this puts everyone at risk, from ground resources, helicopter pilots, to the community and homeowners eager to have this fire suppressed.

**Closures:** Currently there are no area closures, and we are asking everyone to help fight this fire by staying out of the way of operations.

Smoke maybe visible from the community of Teton County and to commuters traveling to and from Jackson, WY.

*Reducing Wildfire Risk on the Ground* - [Teton to Snake Fuels Reduction, and Fire Adapted Communities](#) - Community wildfire resilience is a community commitment. The Teton To Snake fuels reduction project helps to limit the negative impacts from wildfires in Teton County. The next piece of the puzzle is local community support and partnerships. In order to minimize wildfire damage within our community, mitigation work needs to be active on both public and private lands. If you like to learn more about fuels reduction treatments, community fire adaptation and opportunities available within western Wyoming, call 307-739-5424
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